
Art Party 
to benefit Hope for Justice

Purpose
The purpose of this event is to utilize the 
creative community to raise awareness 
and funds to end human trafficking. As an 
artist, you will have the ability to connect 
with patrons around this cause and allow 
them to view your artistic process live and 
engage directly with you. Attendees will 
learn more about human trafficking, witness 
the art process of their favorite artists 
and take-away an original piece of art.

Hope for Justice
Hope for Justice is a nonprofit that exists 
to bring an end to human trafficking by 
preventing exploitation, rescuing victims, 
restoring lives, and reforming society.
Our work is global and our US 
Headquarters is in Nashville, TN.

Watch this video to find 
out more about us!

October 2022

Artists 
have impact. 
When artists 
get together, 
real change 

can happen.

 Format of the Event
 > Artists spend the first 45-minutes - 1 hour 
at the start of the event finishing up or 
producing an original piece of artwork live

 > During this time, guests will be able to interact 
with you and get invested in your art piece

 > When you finish your piece or when the 
hour is up, your art piece goes on the 
wall and is open to silent auction

 > The rest of the event is centered 
around the artwork and auction

 > Attendees that win the auctioned art will 
take their artwork at the end of the event

 > Proceeds from the art sold will 
go to Hope for Justice

 Required of the Artist
 > Your time and talent to produce 
a piece of original art

 > Art materials you need to complete/
produce the art piece

 > To promote the event on your medias

  What is the benefit for the artist?
 > Connecting to and supporting a meaningful cause
 > Contributing to an event with your peers
 > Showcasing your talent live with patron engagement
 > Promoted wherever the event is being held

To find out more: Email Marie Popko

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cw5uvEyGF0c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cw5uvEyGF0c
mailto:marie.popko%40hopeforjustice.org?subject=

